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Positively disrupt the OOH media sector by levelling 
up Transit Advertising so brands of all sizes can 
reach elusive urban audiences in an impactful way, at 
scale and with measurable ad spend and return on 
investment.

We accepted this mission four years ago and have 
been nailing it ever since. 

Our mission: 
From Adverttu 
to Better Advertising



Transit 
Out of Home

Award winningInsert title hereJanuary 18Insert title here

We hope you like 
stats and figures as 

much as we do. 

Just a few things we learnt from 
2019 Nielsen



Brand
Recall

Superior impact proven for 
vehicle wrap advertising  
2019 Nielsen

We’re not sure if you can tell by now, but we love data.
So much so, we built a business out of it!



Hard to reach places. 
Near impossible to ignore.
THE UK WIDE ADVERTTU FLEET IS 15,000 AND 
GROWING DAILY. 

Any type of transit fleet (car, moped, truck, tuk tuk), 
we can help you out. 

Just try us, we dare you. 

Total UK
Coverage
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The Adverttu Campaign Flow
From Brief to Completion



We Listen 
We start by understanding your specific campaign objectives; 
from the core target audience demographics to your key 
geographic locations plus advise on appropriate creative 
treatments. 

As our advanced journey profiling delivers deep audience 
targeting, the more we know, the more successful we can 
make your campaign. 

 

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW

Understanding
your KPI’s 
is our priority 



We Simulate 
Adverttu’s mobility advertising platform (MAP) enables 
precise vehicle journey profile geo-targeting to match with 
your campaign’s audience location and demographic ‘reach’ 
objectives. 

Campaign simulation delivers accurate upfront 
impressions projections and the achievable £CPM rate 
predicted by the journey profile matching process against 
both pedestrian and motorist  audience densities. This is 
calculated using 28 diverse datasets (probabilistic and 
deterministic data profiles).

Simulated, 
upfront audience 
& geo-location 
targeting

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW



      

We Propose 
Our simulation process predicts target audience reach 
(impressions) with optimal cost efficiencies using Adverttu’s 
AI and ML based algorithms (£CPM). We recommend the 
appropriate vehicle make and model to reflect an advertiser’s 
brand values, plus advise on value-adds such as vehicle 
swarming, leaflet or product drops and event attendance.

If the campaign requires, we also develop bespoke social 
media packages that amplify the physical fleet reach. These 
leverage the social media networks of the drivers in the ad 
fleet, together with the advertiser’s social media assets for 
optimal impact, thereby merging and integrating both online 
and offline audience reach.

Your brand on the 
road & in the 
digital domain

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW



      

We Wrap 
All our suppliers are certified and obligated to use 
high-quality vinyl to deliver optimal brand image quality for 
the duration of the on-car ad campaign.

Adverttu’s wrap partners go through a thorough quality 
check to ensure that the ‘wrap’ creative will look fantastic on 
any vehicle during the entire campaign.

If you ask our CEO nicely, he might “wrap” for you as well... 

Quality checks 
throughout
campaign

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW



We Track & Report 
To verify in-campaign performance of Adverttu’s ad-wrapped 
vehicles, we provide reporting analytics on journey profile 
locations, daily mileage and cumulative impressions generated 
for the campaign duration, informing the advertiser and 
agency in real time on the campaign’s impact vs. 
expenditure.

At regular intervals, Adverttu’s drivers provide a visual 
‘Proof-of-Wrap’ condition report to make sure that all 
campaign vehicles are properly wrapped, clean and 
well-maintained.

Automated 
backend 
management 

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW

      



We Optimise 
Adverttu’s statistical modelling processes predict the on-car ad 
campaigns OTS impressions count for each ad-wrapped vehicle’s 
journey profile.

GPS journey profiling is augmented with 28 additional dataset 
parameters (e.g. CCTV, building density, weather, etc.) to accurately 
calculate real time pedestrian and motoring traffic densities.

Machine Learning & AI algorithms adjust our probabilistic modelling to 
deliver precision audience measurements, compared to the campaigns’ 
targeting objectives. 

Full backend 
management 
system

CAMPAIGN 
FLOW

      



Because our happy clients are 
really what gets us all up in 

the morning. 

That, and Data. Obviously. 

CASE
STUDIES



“Adverttu played an integral role in 
helping us achieve our letting goals.”
PHILIP TOWLSON, 
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
AKA. ONE VERY HAPPY CUSTOMER

Objective
Increase exposure in South-East London, and more specifically around: 
Abbey Wood, Woolwich Arsenal, Greenwich and Dartford stations.
 
The Solution
10 car campaign over 12 weeks that matched the target area, driving times 
and a driver profile.
 
The Result 
What Sentient Lets had to say? "The overall experience was a breeze, from 
selecting our parameters to a rapid turnaround in a very tight timeframe. I 
can't praise Adverttu team enough for their flexibility and willingness to go 
above and beyond to exceed our initial expectations. Within two weeks of 
submitting our campaign, we've started seeing Adverttu cars everywhere. It 
has been clear that this campaign elicited a ton of conversations and we 
received a ton of positive responses from local communities.”

11.2m 
OTS IMPRESSIONS 
GENERATED

£1.04 
CPM RATE

51
REQUESTS

Case Study



“After having cars on the roads for just a few 
weeks - we saw our order count steadily climb 
up, and we also started receiving an 
overwhelming amount of responses from 
people asking to distribute our product.”
RAIDO KEREME, 
VP GROWTH
YET ANOTHER HAPPY CHAP. 

Objective
Raise awareness locally to new consumers and attract new distributors.
 
The Solution
12 car campaign over 12 weeks that matched the target area, driving times 
and a driver profile
 
The Result 
In addition to including drivers that reached the areas being targeted, 
Adverttu also screened for other relevant variables, which impact 
impression counts. Using our AI matching process we assessed which 
driver candidates were on the roads during peak traffic hours and which 
drivers parked in areas that maximised exposure.

16.8m 
OTS IMPRESSIONS 
GENERATED

£0.94 
CPM RATE

Case Study



Katie Mcintyre 
HEAD OF AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS 

Office: 57 Southwark St, Street, London, SE1 1RU

Phone: 07828 014674

eMail: k.mcintyre@adverttu.com


